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DEPTH OF BEDROCK WELLS

In the state of Maine, bedrock wells are an important source of water, especially in rural areas. The depth of the bedrock is a critical factor in determining the location and design of bedrock wells. This map provides a detailed view of the depth of bedrock wells across the state, which is essential for depth well drilling and planning. The map illustrates the depth of bedrock wells in various quadrangles, with the depth ranges marked clearly. The map also includes a scale for kilometers and miles for accurate measurements. The map is a valuable tool for geologists, engineers, and anyone involved in water resource management.

Similarly, the map shows the depth of bedrock wells in various quadrangles, with the depth ranges marked clearly. The map also includes a scale for kilometers and miles for accurate measurements. The map is a valuable tool for geologists, engineers, and anyone involved in water resource management.

Characteristics of Maine bedrock wells vary significantly, from small town wells to large, industrial-scale systems. The well depth information provides guidance on the location and design of bedrock wells, ensuring efficient and effective water resource management. The map is a valuable tool for geologists, engineers, and anyone involved in water resource management.
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